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Attach a video Attach a video shirmk17 That's what you get
for enjoying a shower that much. 20 hours ago 101lollipop1
This is not real anyway 1 day ago InvaderKinz97 i'am scared
to take showers now 0.o 1 day ago bipbop2 the murderer
stabs so weirdly! haha 1 day ago Massakah666 well, maybe
IT WAS a icone, but i don't agree with it, that this is still one
of the most brutalizing scenes. totally bullshit, tell me what u
want, call me an idiot or jerk, but this IS NOT scary. 50 years
ago: yes, today: no! 2 days ago spkurmind33 1:37-2:29 2
days ago MachPrimeRib What an asshole. She was just
taking a shower. Screw him 2 days ago schecterscott I love
how despite what's happening, she still manages to keep her
tits covered up!! 2 days ago koolkid21ful hahahahahahahaha
2 days ago juzek990 hah claaasicc 2 days ago ISeeAnIdiot I
remember this...I watched it ages ago..i was a near baby
then :D It was awsome...anyways i remember once they said
that this was more like a mistake cuz' this girl is a main
character right? So she basiclly died at the beginning :D bah!
who cares? This movie rocks, not this shitty stuff today :) 2
days ago mhossain21 that background noise made me poop
me pants 3 days ago 000266617 You've seen "Jason " and
all those slasher films? This is the film they all copy, where it
all started. "But by a brilliant director who did more than just
throw blood around in cheap gory scenes. 3 days ago
000266617 Ahhh!!!chop hack, slit, slit slit. Oh no, no....slit
slit..slit... 3 days ago ET0093 no more showers in motels for
me ! 3 days ago iloveclassics50 i especially like the scene
right before this.......the conversation they have and you can
see his personality change so quickly 4 days ago
playstationrocks1 When Marion gets stabbed in the shower,

it's the best 30 seconds in cinema history. 4 days ago
playstationrocks1 When Marion gets stabbed in the shower,
it's the best 30 seconds in cinema history. 4 days ago
playstationrocks1 I remember the first time I saw this scene.
Best 30 seconds of my life. 4 days ago playstationrocks1
Comment removed aserta srisly how slow can she die... 5
days ago xXJuliahXx hahaahaha, epic. 6 days ago
ellissmith23 something about that black and white makes it
scary 3 1 week ago xOEHLALA Woww when the killer opens
the curtain, that background music, CLASSIC must have
been in at least 100 other movies, cause I sooooo recognise
it 1 week ago xOEHLALA so this is the first shower scene
with horror ending of allllll shower scenes? 1 week ago
meestacrees my mum saw this in the cinema when it came
out originally, to this day she still gets freaked out when she
hears the music, or even any music similar to it, praise for
alfred hitchcock, 1 week ago boxersforever3 holy
mother........thats scary! 1 week ago livinlavidabandaify i had
to watch this with the music off and then on for my music lit
class and the first time i watched it without the music i was
like...oh okay this isn't bad..and then the 2nd time i watched
it i knew what was going to happen and the music scared the
shit out of me lol 1 week ago aliceguthrie omg! i shat myself
watchin that movie O.o 1 week ago Henners1991 Wow, I get
this move is 50 years old but that was amazingly overrated...
1 week ago kthevsd @Henners1991 You teenyboppers don't
get it. This is one of the most iconic scenes in film history,
people still talk about this scene even though it came out
over 50 years ago. This is the only 10 out of 10 movie I have
ever seen. An example of a great real film and not some
overhyped special effects driven tripe like Avatar. 5 days ago
Henners1991 @kthevsd Sure, and I imagine at the time it
was fantastic... unfortunately y'all have built up such a hype
about it that when I finally see the real thing within the
context of today, it just isn't shocking. 4 days ago cjs33139

Sometimes it makes me wonder if this scene was giving
future serial killers ideas about how to murder women. I'd
hate to think sickos were getting training in how to
desensitize themselves towards violence. Hmmm. 1 week
ago munkstaven this scene still makes me sick, masterpiece
1 week ago pandanese90 what makes this an outstanding
slasher film is that Hitchcock uses great editing to show
credible detail in such an early horror "slasher." often today's
slasher fulfill the effect by using more gore such as popping
eyes heads and etc. Hitchcock truly mastered the form of
which is a modern day horror slasher. 1 week ago
TrapsWonder Two things - First, I never stand under the
shower head and turn the water on because if it's cold I just
might have a fatal aneurysm. Second there should have
been at least some blood on the wall as she was sliding
down it, but I guess back then they would have censored
that. 1 week ago zimmawoman oh god now whenever i have
a shower im going to be checking the curtain 1 week ago
Nickkiknack Fake blood didn't show up in movies back then
very well because they were in black and white, so that
blood that is going down the drain is chocolate syrup. 1 week
ago Spiz321 SO FAKE it is hilarious 1 week ago
PerfectLovinAngel when the actress who was killed in this
scene saw this, she was traumatized and only took baths
from then on! woah! lol i laughed at this scene but it was ok 1
week ago Bloxy123 FUNFACT: This was the very first
American movie to view a toilet flushing. 2 1 week ago
Tuomaslotte I actually found this hilarious :P To me it's
showing you the reason why you should lock your bathroom
door :P 1 week ago halladay3 this scene may be the most
iconic but I prefer the Arbogast/Mother scene 1 week ago
simontaker because the man (disguised in his dead mother)
is a psycopatic 1 week ago 30inventionman Honey, are you
home? I just picked up some Chipotle. 1 week ago
pinkytrolly21 Now im scared to take a shower :l 1 week ago

allredhead Comment removed Bloxy123 @allredhead
NOTICE: THIS FILM WAS MADE IN THE 60s! When horror
movies were GOOD! 1 week ago Bloxy123 @Bloxy123
Pardon me, I mean thriller movies. 1 week ago allredhead
Comment removed Bloxy123 @allredhead SO? Do you think
people in the 60s had the technology to do that kind of shit?
IT'S THE 60s! Not the 2010s! 1 week ago allredhead
Comment removed Bloxy123 @allredhead Do you really
think they'd be able to get the knife any more near her
without hurting her? 1 week ago allredhead @Bloxy123 yes i
do... and this isnt worth arguing about, just because your
stupid... 1 week ago Bloxy123 @allredhead And need I tell
you this movie was a B movie? Alfred Hitchcock couldn't
afford that kind of stuff anyway.l 1 week ago AngelicLove21
Why did she get killed? 1 week ago Bloxy123
@AngelicLove21 You have to watch the movie. 1 week ago
stefers08 I have to say, I knew he was coming, but I still
jumped. Unusual camera angels (for this time) but brilliantly
interesting non the less. Alfred Hitchcock, you were a
Genius! 1 week ago NeoTheo9 This movie is cooler than the
scene for those who are judging it from this, LOL. 1 week
ago samud30 Massakah666, I pity your ignorance! In this
age where everything is high definition (explicit!) it is
astonishing to hear that most people still think that the movie
was in colour! Because they were adamant that the blood
was red in the shower. It is to Hitchcock's credit that such a
vivid and true cinematic achievement was accomplished.
You are probably the same idiot that got blown away by the
3D in Avatar but then bag out the movie in a few years time.
1 week ago xknightmage Didn't he actually use choclate
syrup for the blood. Idk where I herd that but its been eating
at me. Lol 1 week ago dav15351 @xknightmage I'm
guessing you're thinking of Looney Tunes Back in Action.
Where Bugs pours chocolate syrup down the drain. 1 week
ago Hollymommy88 @xknightmage yep he did lol 1 week

ago Massakah666 well, maybe in the 60's this was a great
scene, but i can't understand how people call this (today) still
a scary scene... in fact, i had to laugh when norman bates hit
her with the knife. the position of norman bates '(when u see
him with the knife) and the position of the woman doesn't fit.
50 years ago it was a great scene, but now it looks like a
low-budget trash production. 1 week ago NeoTheo9 It's not
scary in that sense... It's scary in the psychological way...
Not in the "BOO!" way... 1 week ago kthevsd
@Massakah666 You have got be kidding, it is not scary to
us because we have seen so much gore in today's films.
This is still one of the top 5 most iconic scenes in american
film history(as ranked by the AFI). 5 days ago
SunAndMoonIchiRuki It is a little corny, but it is indeed
brilliantly shot! O.O The msuic is cool too. This is one of my
favorites by Alfred Hitchcock Rear Window comes in first
though. :) 2 weeks ago TheMrMaffoo face plant! 2 weeks
ago TheMrMaffoo i lold 2 weeks ago naughtyunclenorman
She might have fooled me, but she didn't fool my mother. 2 2
weeks ago santis142 This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam im sorry but this is NOT scary! 2 weeks ago
DaddyBlack83 @santis142 What are you talking about I
don't know how old you are but this was 1960 and this was
ground breaking as far as horror is concern my mother saw
this in the movies when she was a teenager and it scared
the shit out of her to this very day (TRUE STORY).
Especially now with everthing being a remake of something
classic like friday the 13th, nightmare on elm st., halloween,
my bloody valentine and future remakes hellraiser and the
thing its sickening ! 2 2 weeks ago hethuszar01 In 1960, it
was probably scary. Otherwise You and I would not know
today who Hitchcock is. 2 2 weeks ago andymiller51 You
should look at it within its social and historic context. 2 weeks
ago JIsaacsfilms At it's time it was. 2 weeks ago
AnnoyingLittleShit not by today's standards, but at the time,

this level of violence was unprecedented. So when you
watch this movie, you have to take into that into
consideration. Back in the 60's this scene would have had so
many people affraid of taking showers. 2 weeks ago
teddybrownie1 this is soooooo freaky 4 3 weeks ago
phansterrr I actually lol'd hahah but when the killer pulled the
shower curtain back and the music started playing so
suddenly; that scared the shit outta me haha. 7 3 weeks ago
HorseDancingTheWaltz @phansterrr me too, except i was
watching it intently and my dog started barking as soon as
the music started and i almost fell off my chair 1 week ago
powdermannnnreturns at 1:31 3 weeks ago walrustusks
Where is the '57 Ford? 3 weeks ago QwertyYuk can
anybody just explain why this is so popular? 3 weeks ago
TerminalCriticism At the time (60') this was one of the most
horrifying scenes ever seen in cinema. And, to be honest,
even watching it now, it fills me with a tense anticipation of
dread. 7 3 weeks ago QwertyYuk lol ^^ i get it 3 weeks ago
Vertigo279 It was so unexpected. People who originally
watched this back when it was first released thought that the
film was entirely based around Janet Leigh's character. Then
to have her, (the main character and a big movie star),
suddenly killed off like that made it more dramatic. It also left
them stunned as they wouldn't have a clue about what would
happen next. Obviously, because the scene is so well-known
today, the shock factor is worn off slightly. 4 3 weeks ago
QwertyYuk ah thanks xD that explains 3 weeks ago Cath3yo
i luled 3 weeks ago bradencookie the blood used in black
and white movies were hersheys chocolate syrup. 3 weeks
ago BeanTownKid97 is this only a classic cuz this is 1960
and this was like the coolest thing ever at the time 3 weeks
ago kthevsd @BeanTownKid97 It's a classic because it's
one of the best movies ever made. A perfect 10 out of 10 film
unlike the overproduced trash of today like Avatar. 5 days
ago Puppenspielsmeister lol 3 weeks ago TheEnglishQueen

whats the name of that song? 3 weeks ago Schmiley7
@TheEnglishQueen "The Murder" 2 weeks ago inuyashaslvr
I meant a 3:18 it seemd lik her eye moved upper left corner 3
weeks ago anitakthxbai i obviously expected that and it was
SUPER fake... but it still scared the flying fuck outta me! D: 4
3 weeks ago inuyashaslvr No I meant 3:18 eye move 3
weeks ago HalfofTear @inuyashaslvr I don't see her eye
move... 3 weeks ago inuyashaslvr y is this famous? i let
myself get nervous but not majorly a bit nervous and a 4:18 it
DID seem like her eye moved 3 weeks ago huey141094
@inuyashaslvr 4:18? This vid is only 3:43 long :L:L 3 weeks
ago arodaman People always praise Hitchcock, but I've got
to be honest here. I've always found John Carpenter to be
way more effective with creating suspense and fear. He uses
a lot of Hitchcocks methods but he does them better. Psycho
didn't scare me the first time I saw it, but John Carpenters
Halloween scared the bejesus out of me the first time I saw
it. 3 weeks ago numbcore Both didnt truly scare me tbh, but
come on. Halloween was long and boring and uninteresting.
Psycho was intriguing, interesting story, plot twist, way better
imo. Now Carpenters "The Thing" that one was really good.
3 weeks ago kthevsd @arodaman Hitchcock is widely
considered one of the best directors of all time, he had
countless classics that are still iconic to this day- Psycho,
Vertigo, North by Northwest, The 39 steps, Rear window,
etc. John Carpenter is a decent horror director known for
using gore instead of dread and suspense. 5 days ago
markymark93 that wasnt scary at alll 3 weeks ago
TheCriminologistKRGR dude watch this before taking a bath
4 3 weeks ago kthevsd @markymark93 Listen little boy,
when this movie came out millions of peope were terrified,
back in the day this was extreme horror and suspence. It is
still considered of the best movies ever made even to this
day. 5 days ago markymark93 @kthevsd wow you fucking
love this movie a little too much eh? like 80 comments on it

at once ahaha, get past the 1940's man, move on with your
life... 4 days ago kthevsd @markymark93 It's called loving
the classics you mongoloid. People still love this film the
same way they still love Sinatra and James Stewart. 4 days
ago markymark93 @kthevsd no, its called obsessing over
lame movies you mongoloid. dont get mad at me just
because you're threatened by change. 4 days ago
PatWhite21 @markymark93 Did you just call this
masterpiece by the legendary Hitchock "lame" ? I'm sorry but
have you seen this movie ? It's perfection, which you never
see in today's films with the exception of The Departed. 4
days ago kthevsd Lame movies ? Kid I like all movies, old
films, new films, etc. How is this classic lame ? Have you
even ever watched it ? What would some 16 year old
teenybopper know about cinema ? You probably have never
even heard of Kurosawa and I bet you have never even
seen a Daniel Day Lewis or Meryl Streep movie in your life.
No wonder everyone laughs at your generations taste in
films. 4 days ago markymark93 actually i have seen this
movie, and i have seen movies with daniel day lewis AND
meryl streep.....so i wouldnt be so quick to judge. how can
you say you "like new films" if you've been bashing my
generation's movies the whole time? 3 days ago kthevsd
@markymark93 If you have seen it than how can you find it
lame ? It's an iconic movie. A masterpiece. Everyone bashes
the movies of today, some are good(Scorsese movies) but
most are mindless(like transformers). If you understand
cinema you have to admit the quality of films had drastically
gone down. 3 days ago XxINCHAINSxX @markymark93
And whos obsessing over their opinion on youtube?
Hmmm... That is, of course, if you think obsessing is wrong,
which you seem to have said. So logically, you are wrong for
obsessing. 21 hours ago markymark93 alright? you just tried
to sound pretty witty and it didnt work out too well for you
bud... and this conversation was far over by now. 14 hours

ago kthevsd This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam @markymark93 Listen little boy, when this movie
came out millions of peope were terrified, back in the day
this was extreme horror and suspence. It is still considered
of the best movies ever made even to this day. 5 days ago
SquishyCandyftw That was scary. Nowadays people try to
copy it but fail. That music alone is actually scary... But yeah
this is genius because you have to do the thinking and
nowadays they have blood splattered and people screaming
and a masked guy and nowadays that's scary. Though
zombies seem to be the new thing now. To me, for
something to be scary it has to be actually real. A person you
once knew or a stranger (A "psycho".. not some masked guy
even though he is crazy too but the mask is scary not him). 4
weeks ago WeaslysWizardWeezes that blood is actually
hershy's syrup i'm not joking 4 4 weeks ago huey141094
@WeaslysWizardWeezes Yeah, and the way they made the
stabbing sound is by sticking a knife in a cabbage. It's true
(Y) 3 weeks ago FG3ddi3 heard it was melons 3 weeks ago
MrCloudfan Hahahahaha! 1960 is so oldie^^ 4 weeks ago
wham13456 when i had my family reunion my 5 year old
cusin abby and my unco alan recreated the scane and where
filrmed it for our dvd i know abby was nacked i didnt care
anyway we did i great jod 4 weeks ago mafiamoviesrule For
film lovers like myself, this screams one thing: CLASSIC!!!
Sure it is corny for today's time, but in 1960 you would have
been screaming or atleast jumoing in your seat 1 month ago
CharlieBladeRemus Totally agree. My mother claims she
was scared to take a shower for days after watching this! lol
5 4 weeks ago benfirst show hide Famous?! More like
infamous. Everyone knows that scene was (and is) terrible.
So corny. 1 month ago Blizzrock Comment removed
Blizzrock @benfirst At the time it was made, it was one of
the most terrifying scenes ever made. By today's standards,
it's not anything that would make me scream, but it's still

brilliantly shot. Hitchcock did a masterful job with it. It's filmed
better than ANY horror film i've ever seen. Don't disrespect.
7 4 weeks ago kthevsd @benfirst Is this a joke ? This scene
is still one of the most iconic scenes ever. This movie is still
considered one of the best movies ever made and Hitchcock
is still a legend. Get over yourself. Nobody cares about the
word of some kid on youtube. This film and this scene are
iconic. Get over it. 5 5 days ago kthevsd This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam @benfirst Is this a
joke ? This scene is still one of the most iconic scenes ever.
This movie is still considered one of the best movies ever
made and Hitchcock is still a legend. Get over yourself.
Nobody cares about the word of some kid on youtube. This
film and this scene are iconic. Get over it. 5 days ago
jayman1466 @benfirst Get over yourself, troll. In the context
of the 60's, this scene was brilliantly shot and anything but
corny. 17 hours ago MrTuckerFord From that point on, the
she never took a shower again,only baths! (true story) 1
month ago Amiri7493 lol XD 1 month ago MrMizzoufan58 i
saw this movie for the 1st time today. it messes with ur mind.
its crazy enough to happen. and i love the story line and the
plot. cuz everyone is focused on the 40 grand but u know the
truth and they figure out things piece by piece and they are
still focused on the 40 grand. but i still wonder. why was she
running away in the 1st place? it never really says 1 month
ago Wade3Brad6 her eye moves at 3:18 1 month ago
purplerocks666 who in their right mind gets into a hotel room
shower and turns on the water without running it for a minute
or two first?...poor janet 1 month ago Madfish52 What a
weird scene. Epic tho. Wanted to scream and run when the
dark shadow appeared. Didnt. Epic. 2 1 month ago
shampoovta That is when Rahm Emanuel burst in and
screamed " Vote for health reform!!!" 1 month ago
MrMizzoufan58 @shampoovta HAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!! but he
would have been naked 1 month ago rsiegenbe You have to

appreciate for how good it was at the time. 1 month ago
benpetrofsky @rsiegenbe It still is good today too, in fact
probably beats all of these crap movies coming out today lol
1 month ago rtdkat Here is what most people don't know.
Alfred Hitchcock originally didn't want the chilling background
music during this now famous murder scene. He had to be
convinced that it would be more effective with the music. It's
true, the music makes it much more effective. The same
holds true for the music in Jaws when the shark is not seen
on camera. 1 month ago treble29 Oh my god!!! awesome
moment in cinema history. 1 month ago LaChocolatZeprys13
i like it. great acting 1 month ago myPETsnailFRED random
fact: they used chocolate sryup in this scene for the blood 7
1 month ago BeattieBullet94 show hide LOL stupid 60's fags
thats not scary at all 1 month ago urgytroll Comment
removed motasdirector @BeattieBullet94 Oh yeah of course
you prefer to watch the blood coming out skin as the nife
penetrate the boddy and maybe how the skin slplit apart...
guts and shit like that right?? like Alexander aja or maybe
Dario Argento, mm Eli Roth.. GORE not that great and stupid
fucking gore .. man THIS IS CINEMA this is some psycologic
shit created of montage... not some freaking explicit violence
that the only thing it generate is disgust not HORROR ... try
to make a diference on HORROR and GROSE... 1 month
ago DraconianDevil92 1:00 lol wtf? i don't recall the last time
I did that in the shower XD 1 month ago TheLMfaOSHO That
was the dumbest thing, but i don't blame them because they
don't have what we have now. 1 month ago Greatness114
@TheLMfaOSHO good idea then i can use them as a sheild
to make my escape 1 month ago lisambofoh How is this
movie not on youtube? 1 month ago therealdjcamm92 does
anyone else think the shot at 2:55 is similar to that bit in
Godzilla (1998) where Godzilla dies... i know its a bad film
and nothing to do with Psycho but with the sound of the
water running i think its uncanny... can't see that they'd have

been inspired by this though... yea, i'll stop talking to myself
now... 2 1 month ago Greatness114 dude im 15 and i find
this scarier than any horror movie today. whats scarier than
being alone in the shower, completely defenseless and a
man dressed as a woman starts stabbing you with a knife 8
1 month ago stephenharperbest2 Comment removed
stephenharperbest2 @Greatness114 thats why you put a
gun near your bathtub 1 month ago DraconianDevil92
@Greatness114 take someone in the shower with you...;) lol
naw jk but i agree 1 month ago callummj6747 quite simply
the greatest horror scene of all time, and the music, wow,
just pure genuis. 2 1 month ago ChildOfTheEmperor Lady
with kevlar boobs. 1 month ago blastkiller7 The first time i
saw the movie this scene scared the shit out of me 7 1
month ago therealdjcamm92 @blastkiller7 yea, if i was her,
that wouldnt be blood going down the plug hole :S 1 month
ago wha65 I've heard young people say Psycho isn't scary.
Unless they see blood splattered everywhere and a killer in a
mask, they are lost. They don't get Psycho, because most
horror movies today, do the thinking for you. If it isn't on the
screen, it isn't in the movie. Psycho is a classic, because for
90% it plays with your mind. Each scene says something, as
well as the characters. Black/white is also scarier. Scene
sets and people don't stand out like color. So it has a much
bigger
surprise
elememt.
25
1
month
ago
TheBurgerboyeatsfood wha65 well said. 5 1 month ago
LetsPlayManiac very, very true. movies today aren't ven
scary 1 month ago tokyomarquis @LetsPlayManiac true 1
month ago menee1029384756 @wha65 totally agree with
you, a monster isn't scary! this is scary! 1 month ago
tungstenclark @wha65 Totally agreed . . . the house Norman
lives in with 'mother' has the most incredibly scary
atmosphere, becuase you are not totally sure what went on
there, but you know that's its really bad. That's more
frightening than seeing the actual events. 2 1 month ago

AndrewsAwesome amazing 1 month ago MIGUEL2005LIMA
muy poca sangre para heridas tan graves 1 month ago
sectemsempra112 lol we have to watch this for Y9 media
studies, always wondered where the violin music came from!
1 month ago PorcelinWires sweet. I kind of wish horror films
would return to this subtle form of murder. It forces one to
get more creative I think. Now a days, it's all about buckets
of blood and fake limbs and gore. 1 month ago nicciharvey
chocolate suace was used to make the blood 6 1 month ago
andr0zz This is pure art! 1 month ago RobertCast88 i
remember when i FIRST saw this, i would shower with fear
of someone coming in with a knife just to stab me.. man, i
was like what? 10years old...Now I own the film... 6 1 month
ago wham13456 man that had to hurt she must have been in
pain good job her legs where not stabed i wish she was
stabed with the water not running / then it will not sting very
hard 1 month ago Gamer123451 oh so THATS where that
violin music i hear in every horror movie came from... 3 1
month ago jvsman Interesting the out of focus breast shot
was in it at all, considering it was 1960!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1 month
ago paparoach110 also that last shot of the draining blood
looks like its that time of the month for her... 1 month ago
paparoach110 blood is chocolate syrup lol and the breast
are out of focus because they censcored it, bearing in mind
this was 1960 1 month ago jvsman The editing here is
terrific...between 1:47 and 1:52 has many images of the knife
coming down, with sound of the knife piercing the flesh - you
really get the feeling of how it would 'feel' to be
stabbed....and at 2:28 and 2:29, there is a shot of her
breasts in the background, out of focus - very effective. A
classic. 2 1 month ago wha65 This is a great scene by
Hitchcock. The flow of blood implying Marion's life, is literally
going down the drain. The tear drop reflects her remorse at
stealing the money. Norman is into birds and taxiderming.
He walks in and sees Marion's lifeless body. In shock he

walks backwards and knocks a framed picture off the wall,
which hits the ground. It's a picture of a bird. Another dead "
bird " that being Marion. 3 1 month ago tonyiommirox i don't
care how fake this scene looks, i still love it! 6 1 month ago
c0ldsurg3 show hide whats so great about this scene..
doesn't even try to look real 1 month ago KiriyamaKazuo
look at those thumbs down for you, should give you a hint :
read the comments. Dumbass. 1 month ago c0ldsurg3 i don't
give a shite about the thumbs down i received, i only care
about getting my point across, fucking cunt 1 month ago
KiriyamaKazuo That's why you suck 1 month ago c0ldsurg3
well enjoy your favourite cock-rubbing scene 1 month ago
KiriyamaKazuo thanks, watch 2012, that's the perfect movie
for people like you. Sucker. 1 month ago c0ldsurg3 frankly id
rather watch that crap, at least the effects are much more
believable 1 month ago kotonete83 yay the violins. lol 1
month
ago
ahmetcatak
Comment
removed
SuperlativeTheory "ahmetcatak", your calling one of the
most iconic film sequences in the history of modern cinema
"fake" and "gay"? 5 1 month ago gronnww is a 60's movie
TARD! 1 month ago IcedEarth426 Didn't they use chocolate
syrup for the blood? 5 2 months ago chriscut100 this was to
scary before its time that must hve benn something 2 months
ago dahsuerk John pick for Larry's 1960 favorite (if not Swiss
Family). 2 months ago shemelts shut up, this movie is
probably older than you 6 2 months ago MattSouthardQuang
show hide this is stupid as hell 2 months ago familyguyfan74
then why did you watch it? 1 month ago timzoneking still
can't believe they spent 7 days on that 46 seconds murder
sequence 4 2 months ago 2ndsB4 so far unbeatable, alfreds
the best! 4 2 months ago Crell1 Does anyone know how they
achieved the shot under the shower head? How could they
do that without water showing on the lens (or protective
glass)? Great scene! 2 months ago huey141094 @Crell1
according to wikipedia: In order to capture the straight-on

shot of the shower head, the camera had to be equipped
with a long lens. The inner holes on the spout were blocked
and the camera placed farther back, so that the water
appears to be hitting the lens but actually went around and
past it. 2 months ago Crell1 Wow! Thanks! Very clever of
them. Today they would just do it digital. But that's the easy
way. Lol. 2 months ago LadyOFtheAltar oh...so that's where
the shower scene was from... cool... 2 months ago
jdmeghatch I took a film class. If you watch it frame by frame
they never actually show her being stabbed. They stabbed a
melon several times cut out the frames showing the melon
and spliced in frames of the woman screaming. Then my
understanding is they used dye in the water. It seems more
real than a lot of new movies because the knife had
resistance when pulled out like a real stabbing. If you watch
a new movie the computer generated stabbings don't even
look real. 2 months ago MBLAAMABA I just got done
watching this in a film class too and learned a lot about the
shower scene as well. I didn't know they used a lemon
though! Really cool. Also did you notice the windshield
wipers when Marion was driving to the motel during the rain
storm. Anyway really cool scene! =D 2 months ago
maneesha81289 its a melon you idiot 1 month ago
MBLAAMABA Oh sorry! Lemon and Melon. Got it thanks
douche 1 month ago Kiyamlol um i disagree, there are some
good ones, plus in this one there isnt any real gore , the
persone didnt show that he/she physically stabbing her with
wounds poring with blood etc. 1 month ago MrNusecus thats
what u get for (something she did wrong)! 2 months ago
bluethunder25 OUCH! 2 months ago Braghiere EPIC! 2
months ago puinpoeier Comment removed MrNookie27 her
sister was even more fine then her , i think 2 months ago
wham13456 that had to hurt like hell 2 2 months ago
Rugdopey Espana hables non soundtrack grandos munero
pepsi cola wabnng 2 months ago TheMandyBlackberry oh

gosh, I freak out everytime I see this scene! great work! 2
months ago xGabbyBeotchx That is amazing. They made
the scene very intriguing. :) Especially when they emphasize
the blood going down the drain. 2 months ago xxxmindaxxx
her being stabbed is kinda "cheesy" but the camera work is
undeniably amazing. whens shes falling, the blood down the
drain, and her eye, its just beautiful camera work, my favorite
scene of all movies 2 2 months ago NFitalianGuy The part
where he stabs her in the back always makes me cringe.
When you are in a shower and in an area where you cant
grip on to anything, just imagine if that was real. How would
you be able to fend off the intruder? This scene is masterfully
done. Showing her 100% at the mercy of the deranged killer.
and the noice of the knife enters the flesh seems so real.
Bravo! 3 2 months ago NFitalianGuy I watched this two days
ago and although I seen it many times, It has to be the most
un nerving scene ever to be filmed. The camera the music
the way it happened it all came together in a moment that
will send chills up the spines of everyone who watches this
movie. Terror. 2 months ago blakeEllakristenCP It's so
freaky when there's the shadow right behind her! 2 months
ago larababe i know its a classic, bla bla but come on that
looks so shitty 2 months ago andr0zz Its not really supposed
to look realistic, the director is trying to make it look slightly
surreal and mysterious. If you watch more Hitchcock you'll
understand. 1 month ago KiriyamaKazuo then come on why
do you comment it. Dumbass. 1 month ago larababe
because i think everyone is entitled to have their own
opinion. Dumbass. 1 month ago KiriyamaKazuo If you can't
appreciate it without just saying it's shitty, stfu, that's all. 1
month ago JTeamjesters lol, all that blood is actually
chocolate. What a waste of deliciousness! :D But the scene
is epic, especially the music. 2 months ago BhanuHabbo
@JTeamjesters Yummm.Edible Blood! :3 2 months ago
KimYungSoo if u ask me, I would've died by the first 1 or two

stabs and died in like the first 15 seconds lmao. Great
Scene. You should've seen this movie Laura Bow. 2 months
ago DarkProphet94 just a beautifully done scene 2 months
ago TheScarymoviefan1 this scene never gets old 2 months
ago JackRimbaud It's took 7 working days and 70 different
camera set ups to produce 45 seconds of this shower
sequence. But it's pure film and done by the master himself!
3 2 months ago wearedeadya ... 2 months ago Biscan100
LOL 2 months ago SJMJ91 Classic scene to my all time
favourite classic!! 2 months ago unleashedtrojan show hide
hahaaha i cant stop laffin wat a joke. LOL 2 months ago
wiseidiot5763 show hide first time i've ever actually watched
this scene. the acting back then was terrible 2 months ago
Tyraxio Not really, at least not in this one... If you mean the
way he stabs her, I personally think the really, like, non
bendable arms make this a lot more scary... Because it kinda
makes it more scary, because its like... Cant explain, I just
think its a bit more scary :-) 2 months ago franzchick66
cinematic. I also love the parody they made of this scene on
the simpsons. classic. 2 months ago danielszent no music,
no scare 2 months ago Veredei I wasn't too impressed, but it
still gets the credit for being the scene that started them all.
As moman said below, it's still quite disturbing and one must
take into account how old it is... 2 months ago
XxAllyKat94xX What a waste of all that water... 2 months
ago jerryhsu3 i think this scene is a little over rated 2 months
ago kostibulished Lol? 2 months ago andr0zz Best scene
ever in a movie? Maybe. 2 2 months ago beautifulmissy16
...maybe not xDDD rofl@the music 2 months ago
hannahcolemanxxx Watched this in media today x i jumped
when the shower curtain opened! x i wanna see the wrest of
the film now 2 months ago SexiiBlueEyes @pervertmind
your sick! 2 months ago JackInTheBox1616 i saw how they
made this movie Universal Studios in Orlando Florida when i
was 10 and i had the worst nightmare i ever had 3 2 months

ago twilighter9996 did you know that the blood they used
was chocolate syrope- i spelt that wrong...because it was in
black and white so it didnt matter 3 2 months ago
RyMikeConway show hide she has an orgasm when she
turns the shower on... 2 months ago Shlord20 Hitchcock is a
Genius! 4 2 months ago BehnProductions owned 2 months
ago mrcoolsuper1 gay knife 2 months ago szekuriti 1:30 ? 2
months ago KCW57 What ? :o 2 months ago mythicky the
screeching violins! ahhh 2 months ago WooItsYamam how
come no water gets on the camera when its filming the
shower head? 2 months ago Resimaster @WooItsYamam
Hitchcock wanted the shot to have the jets of water going out
around the camera. So his team built a shower head about 5
feet in diameter in order to get the few seconds of footage. 2
months ago WooItsYamam brilliant thanks :D 2 months ago
xxblodlustxx You know, I never really noticed that until you
said it. 2 months ago sherdakooky show hide Hitchcock is a
pro and this is a great plot. But I just have to say, this is
horrible cinematography. 2 months ago yoranutang Horrible
indeed...^^ 2 months ago Dragomire Actually it's quite
brilliant. Do you ever actually see the knife stabbing into the
body? Hitchcock forces you to form that image in your own
mind. 5 2 months ago moman007 calling his cinematography
horrible is not the correct statement. you should understand
why he shoots the angles the way he does, not to mention
this movie is 50 years old and still super effective at making
you feel disturbed when watching this scene. 2 2 months ago
garybarlowissexy07 i love this movie! xD 2 months ago
FransPannekeet After The sound of music I visit this movie. I
was 13 years old. Wrong time wrong place..... 2 2 months
ago smayundav09 Really the murder scene was very
frightening ! 2 months ago Renabulous There's so many
metaphors for this. I love Hitchcock's own "issues" but most
of all this scene is perfect. Morbidly beautiful and terrific
acting from Janet Leigh; you really fight along with her. 2

months ago pervertedmind this made me horny now. d(: 3
months ago tekoascute that scard my cosin 3 months ago
bringonthetrumpets20 that sound makes me feel sick :S 2 3
months ago HapaLife It's always great to see the original
scenes. Alfred's techniques have been copied so many
times throughout movie history that it becomes easy to forget
the true source. 2 3 months ago Sincopare Realism was not
the goal here by Hitchcock...this is much more
impressionism, requiring the viewer to react to the
presentation from the visual and audio cues given. Movies
today with too much GCI lack imagination and render the
viewer useless. Get your brains working, kiddies! 3 months
ago bxg223 Comment removed mizzmeekz Damn right!! It
was actually the sound of a knife stabbing a melon, you were
on the right track though! lol 2 months ago dannyzz13 is this
the same music that was also used in the opening scene? 3
months ago UltraRobbie Haha the blood is chocolate syrup
xD It does a pretty good job though :P 3 3 months ago
delwi1 she never used a shower curtin agine after this 3
months ago saynab12 the blood was actully cocoa powder
being thrown in the water...... 3 months ago ccrstarpanda
@saynab12 i heard chocolate milk but whatever same same
3 months ago delwi1 @ccrstarpanda and i heard chocolate
syrup 3 months ago TheLittleashlee Wow getting killed in the
shower must be horrible 3 3 months ago freakyvietboy
@TheLittleashlee at least you dont have to clean up as
much :) 3 months ago afrogirl123 Your right everybody!! she
did do a good job looking dead! It's hard to do that when the
water is running all over her body. 3 3 months ago
Verooo777 she did a good job looking dead. having a close
up of my face would suck because my eye would twitch lol 3
3 months ago nsjcWWE shes the mother of laurie strode in
the original halloween 3 months ago kimonap @nsjcWWE
haha really?! 3 months ago thebigpepon07 How Do You
Know? 3 months ago nsjcWWE look it up on wikipedia 3

months ag thebigpepon07 But You Know Sometimes People
Can Hack Wikipedia 2 months ago nsjcWWE trust me i know
and at kimonap, your a fuckin retard 2 months ago
thebigpepon07 Hmm, So In The Beginning Of The Original
Halloween The Lady Is A Step Mom? The Lady Next To The
Dad When He Takes Off His Clown Mask. 2 months ago
nsjcWWE whats youre point, like what are u asking, the
chick in this video is not the girl who played the mom at the
beginning of the original halloween, but i know for sure that
shes the REAL LIFE mom of jamie curtis its in her biography
and shit, i think u were thinkin of the mom of laurie strode,
the girl jamie plays 2 months ago thebigpepon07 Yeah Iwas
Thinkin About The Movie . I Didn't Think You Were Talking
About Real Life. :) 2 months ago normandytiger I believe her
real name is Jamie Leigh Curtis. Tony Curtis Is her dad.
Janet her mother. 2 months ago TheVulpineTigerness Too
bad you cut the part when Norman's voice yells out in shock:
"Mother! Oh god, mother! Blood! Blood!" However it's a great
scene! :D I love all the Psycho films. 3 months ago ty103055
did you know the blood was chocolate syrup 3 months ago
amrcnidiot69 @ty103055 yeah when i heard that i thought it
was so cool. lol 3 months ago MJzlightning01 GOSH! a
legendary scene. and my favourite film of all time! i love
Tony Perkins :) 3 months ago Lady0nline I have to say she
did a good job of looking dead! 2 3 months ago
number1sfgiantsfan i saw this movie when i was 10, after
this sceen, i was so scared i didn't finish it. Also arn't your
eyes supposed to be dialated once your dead? 3 months
ago Neptunesque @number1sfgiantsfan Hi! Hitchcock was
well aware of that post- morten condition; he was told that
Miss Leigh would have to wear uncomfortable contact lenses
for days in preparation for the scene. Being considerate of
his actors as he was (he always made sure that there was
warm water in the tank feeding the showerhead), he decided
to forgo the `contacts'. In the 1998 remake, Gus Van Sant

made a point of showing the heroine's pupil of her visible eye
clearly dliated. Happy Holidays! 3 months ago JD34KU
Wait...chocolate syrup isn't what blood is? :( 2 3 months ago
lycaonpictus77 @JD34KU Alas, no. It is far less weird to
consume at parties. I mean, you put blood on your ice cream
one time, and suddenly everyone's reporting you to the
police. 3 months ago 1978mtb this was 1960 people!!!! chill
out is right 3 months ago NYPDface everybody needs to chill
out..... this is one of the most famous scenes of all time.....it
was made in the 60s. if anyone thinks that its sooo fake and
what not, they should just make a better version themselves
with "unfake" hollywood equipment 3 3 months ago
TheAnimatorCB lol kinda gross how norman bates dressed
like his dead mother. 3 months ago ATRAgonist nad they are
actually zooming out from a picture and at 3:23 when u see
her adams apple move is when it goes back to the real girl 3
months ago ATRAgonist interesting fact... the blood is
actually hersheys syrup. in black and white they decided it
looked more like blood than stage blood 2 3 months ago
OmegaApocalypse Classic 3 months ago TheRattleSnake93
1:52 knife goes near her 3 months ago RickyRiddy2 show
hide that... looked fake. the knive looked nothing like it
pierced her. infact, i couldnt tell if he was missing or she was
stopping and resisting the stabbing, or if it just looked
incredibly fake. 3 months ago Thirdalproductions I know,
looked super fake. Hmmm, I wonder why...maybe because it
was in the 60s...hmmm, maybe because there wasn't alot of
technologie in that time...hmmm... Dumb-ass. 2 3 months
ago RickyRiddy2 -_- your the dumb ass. you dont need
technology to fake a stabbing GOOD 3 months ago
lycaonpictus77 @RickyRiddy2 Well, not good, but yeah,
their should've been a lot of fake blood. I mean, she was
hardly "bleeding" at all. 3 months ago numbcore
Hahahahaha xD 1 month ago RickyRiddy2 oh come on, was
it necessary to thumb down remove that? just a simple

analogy? 1 month ago beatlesopusnintendo absolutely
nothing less than a masterpeice 3 months ago
GitarrSnubben666 Watch the movie, it isn't that scary
actually, but it's something ... 3 months ago Neptunesque
The ONE AND ONLY filmI wish I could have seen when it
first debuted. Actually, I attended a performance of it at age
8 at drive-in movie theatre when it was released in '60 but
fell asleep on the entire movie (much to my parent's relief.)
Within days, EVERYONE was talking about it but I was
forbidden from going. Six years later, I'd get to see it in a
double-bill revival engagement with `The Birds'. I was
probably still too young. 3 months ago RickyRiddy2
debuted? :/ 3 months ago Neptunesque Comment removed
listentome94 she looked really old. too old for the guy (no
offense) 3 months ago ScarPredator040365 Did anybody
know that this scene was originally going to be silent? The
composer suggested screeching violins for the scene to
Hitchcock and for his suggestion he doubled the composer's
salary. 3 months ago RickyRiddy2 yes. 3 months ago
Neptunesque Comment removed youtub3god113 is that the
boyfriend that killed her 3 months ago ScarPredator040365
Do
you
really
wanna
know?
3
months
ago
GanglandProductions norman bates killed her 3 months ago
prettyvivien Great scene, love this movie !!!!!!!!! 2 3 months
ago emoviebuff87 she was TOOO hot in this movie!! 3
months ago petan97 všimněte si toho,že ji veš skutečnosti
ani jednou nebobl : 3 months ago amaastra Scary stuff... 3
months ago andregerbaulet show hide why did it get so
famous?? i mean I didn't think it was very good!! ive seen
much better scenes im other movies!!!!!! does someone
agree?? 3 months ago blueteeth59 I totally agree 3 months
ago neonosebleed Angregerbaulet is out of the loop. 3
months ago dabest21 omg, he has the worst aim, when it
comes to stabbing her 2 3 months ago mollehhhx she looks
quite happy before she gets stabbed 2 3 months ago

Giggy2996 I hear they used chocolate instead of fake blood
cause that was too expensive =) 2 3 months ago
alexmckalexmck @Giggy2996 they actually used chocolate
syrup, it's because it has a better consistency and you can't
tell in a black and white film anyway :) 2 3 months ago
sickandswet @Giggy2996 Very true. And it looked more
realistic, and thicker then fake blood. 3 months ago
AunaforcePA There, that wasn't too painful was it? 3 months
ago Godiva008 Fuck I want to learn the music on the violin
so bad. 3 months ago frank19593 Its great how she got the
hot and cold water combination with the one turn. 3 months
ago Beauty12870 the blood was chocolate syrup 3 4 months
ago kjr291 50 years ago today on December 11th, 1959,
Marion Crane stole $40,000 from her boss...she was
murdered in the shower of the Bates Motel the next day. 4
months ago nimrod7211 is it bad that i laughed at this ?
.___. 4 months ago SonataArcticaFan66 Ok, I may sound
like a moron, but please answer: does she die? It sure as
heck looks like it. 4 months ago dascottman88
@SonataArcticaFan66 ye she does 4 months ago bghjkl3
yes she does! but it's not a woman that killed her, it was a
men!!!!!! 3 months ago uaintgothebollocks her fault for being
a theiving hore 4 months ago MALCBAGGIE The thing that
gets me isn't the actual stabbing- but before. The black
figure moving into the bathroom-and the black mother
shaped sillouhette when the curtain is yanked back. 2 4
months ago saulisbomb it took 6 days to make this sence
love the music when she gets stabed 4 4 months ago
Mauretania1 Is the knife guy in the Amazon Kindle
commercial based on this scene? 4 months ago fabulosity26
SHE LEFT THE WATER RUNNING!!!D: 9 4 months ago
mar000m4 thank god my bathroom and shower looks
nothing like that or then i would have shower phobia lol 4
months ago Bigbown0w I can play the music on piano it's so
easy but it's awesome. Best scene ever though! 4 months

ago Duran09007fan like mother,like daughter,great
movies,great breasts! 4 months ago LolCaramelz
TERRIFYING 4 months ago lulerboy 1:52 the knife barely
goes in... 5 4 months ago Timmy4pawz It's not meant to,
because of what the film industry was like back in those days
they would never allow a naked woman being killed in a
shower, so cleverly what Anthony Hopkins did was use the
idea of suggestion (First developed in Soviet Russia by
Kuleshov) to suggest to the viewer that she is being killed 4
months ago greggoryclark 1:09 4 months ago
adamstownrosebuds This has been flagged as spam show
hide Not Spam err and why is this so famous? 4 months ago
InfamousPlatoon seriously man thats what i said to my self 4
months ago dmj42 1) great music 2) exploits subconscious
fears (like Jaws) 3) moviegoer/critics were easier to please
back then! 3 4 months ago ZSaberToothTigerZ *cough* 0:57
*Cough* 4 months ago CKSisco At 58 seconds, she looks at
the camera. 4 months ago Timmy4pawz Oh yeah, lol you
don't notice it until you pause it 4 months ago pownown It's
just amazing how Hitchcock builds up the suspense in this
movie. The scene at the basement gave me goosebumps! 4
4 months ago fairytalelover96 According to a fact book I read
the blood is chocolate syrup! 4 4 months ago JuliatheCoolest
Cool. Another fact: The music is a violin being played. When
you go past the bridge of a violin, the strings pull so tight that
it makes that high and awful sound (the one I heard so much
in a beginner's violin class I took). 4 months ago
sirmercutio99 Bosco Choclate Syrup. 4 months ago
jennahomen nice graphic match from the drain to the eye. 4
months ago SanabriaMan I watched this movie for the first
time in my media productions class. Im a high school senior.
3 4 months ago robholx How enormously realistic.. 4 months
ago StarControl69 Lolz :D:D:D:D 4 months ago
EntertainmentIsGood So this is the classic scene :D Just
wondering why they heck it doesn't have a full rating... 2 4

months ago Frisby2007 I haven't watched the original, but
the remake was laughable & pointless 2 4 months ago
beatlesandsupremes classics like this didn't need to be
remade. if the original is reissued, i will definatly go see it 2 4
months ago LOLZOK i remember going to see a horror film
in the cinema earlier this year, can't remember it's name.. but
a woman got in the shower & the whole audience gasped!
that must've been because of this scene :) 4 months ago
richrox21 ahhhhhhh the classics... 4 months ago wildxochild
okay that was actually REALLY creepy for a 60's movie. so
this is where all the shower scenes came from in every
single horror movies and slashers now.. :s shouldnt have
watched this at 3:30AM 4 months ago Terentilka0 ALFRED Mr.of horrrrrooooorr :-) 4 months ago juveglm The classic
horror film! The black and white makes it even more creepy.
Love it. 3 4 months ago proteuss2585 idk why when i heard
the music i laugh 4 months ago hpmc9 typo, Norman Bates
4 months ago hpmc9 What's missing from much of the
analysis of this scene I have ever read, is that in the previous
scene, Norman Woods has saved her soul. His talk of
'private traps' has made her aware that her stealing the
money will leave her forever looking over her shoulder, and
that undoing it is the only way out - that's what the math is at
the beginning of this clip - figuring out how much she spent,
and will have to make up. The shower was symbolic of a
fresh start 4 months ago shelooksthroughme such a great
film 4 months ago Leatherfacedcrbjocke Water way to go! 4
months ago auroramisery for some odd reason this song
calms me down 4 months ago SonnyJamesJefferson Would
anyone find it weird that I'm 17 and this is my favorite movie
of all time? I just think it's better than any movie made today
and it's just so well done. It's actually inspired me a lot with
stories I've written and it's gotten me into film more than any
other movie. 4 months ago silentf0e I don't find it weird 4
months ago daisyhinojosa23 no, I'm 13 and I love

Poltergeist, The Exorcist, Jaws, and pretty much all the
movie aroung that time. I haven't seen Psycho though. I'm
inspired to write books too by these movies! I'm not
hypnotized by these modern day wannabee scary movies.
They make me worry about what todays kid might turn out to
be! Glab you said that though :) 4 months ago
SonnyJamesJefferson Yeah I agree. I'm writing a book now
that was inspired by Psycho a great deal. You have to see
this movie. It is so creative and spellbinding. 4 months ago
daisyhinojosa23 I totally what to see Psycho after seeing this
scene. I love the classics :D 4 months ago John21394 Why
did you say todays kid when your a kid yourself. But its pretty
cool that u wanna start writing books about movies like
these. 4 months ago daisyhinojosa23 sorry if I offended you
or anything, but i'm not a huge fan of many movies these
days. But the ones that are very creative and interesting then
yes. sorry, I'm weird like that. : D 4 months ago
TheBestOfBleach Oh so that's where that music is from! You
learn something new every day. 5 months ago cooleye1
LOL... you just figured that out? How old are you? 5 months
ago bray610 no the question is how old are you? this movie
is frigin old. 5 months ago cooleye1 Umm... I'm 20, but that
music is iconic. :/ 4 months ago TheBestOfBleach 15...I don't
watch a lot of old movies. So I don't get a lot of the old
refences. 4 months ago cooleye1 I understand..... I guess
that I've just always known. 4 months ago sstring91 This has
been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam Lame scene.
Nothing thrilling here. 5 months ago daisyhinojosa23 exept a
woman being killed in the shower by an unknown killer 5
months ago imyselfish How can this not have five full stars?
3 5 months ago 72ve17 the best thriller of all time 5 months
ago zkxmhch What a wonderful scene it still sends chills
down my spine all these years later!! 5 months ago jaks1989
i remember in a interview Hitchcock said he used few gallons
of melted chocolate for this scene 5 months ago mlc2005

Apparently when it came out people were screaming in the
theater, and running out of the theater because it was so
scary back then. This was SO far ahead of its time, and I can
only imagine the electricity of getting to see it in 1960 in a
movie theater!!!! And let's not forget that the MAIN character
(a well known actress) is killed half-way through the movie.
It's like Julia Roberts being hacked to death half-way through
pretty woman: It had never happened! Genius. 5 months ago
blackfog6676
1:53
lmao
moan
5
months
ago
beatlesandsupremes This film was so cleverly written. 5
months ago AlexDeLargeisHere It puts chills down my spine
how the footsteps of Norman's "Mother" are silent 5 months
ago branbai for everyone saying she sounds like she's
"enjoying" the stabbing, hitchhock was a director that went
by "film your love scenes like murders, and murders like love
scenes" he was said to have a rather immature mind and
incorporated a lot of sexual themes in his movies. For this
movie he went with the stabbing theme(similar to sex, no?)
the shower hitting her and her enjoying it so much(sex, no?)
her "orgasm" when being stabbed and many previous
scenes when she is first seen with the man in bed. 5 months
ago AlexDeLargeisHere Alfred Hitchcock wasn't Immature,
He's one of the greatest filmmakers of all time. Watch
Transformers 2, Michael Bay has an immature mind 5 5
months ago branbai no shit he was one of the greatest
filmmakers of all time sherlock. he DID although have a very
immature mind when it came to sexual themes, since he
barely everrrr had sex(i dont know how he lived) you are full
of fail. 5 months ago demondude15 @branbai yet he had a
wife and kids, well i must say that he had to be doing
something to be keeping the wife with him especially with his
appearance, seccondly kids dont just appear 5 months ago
branbai do you see anywhere in my comments that says he
never had sex? just because someone has a wife and kids
doesnt mean he cant play with sexual themes to a very great

extent as he did in many other movies such as Notorious, 39
Steps, North by Northwest... the list really goes on and on 5
months ago daisyhinojosa23 heheh, i bet he was thinking of
LOTS of other things to put in the movie ;) 5 months ago
CheapHomeFilms I agree with you on Hitchcock, but Bay
just simply enjoys creating blockbusters... if all movies had
deeply complex, thought-provoking plots, people would soon
get quite bored with them. We need the occasional "action
porn", in my opinion. lol But yes, Hitchcock was a great
filmmaker. He was also a really good cinematographer; he
invented quite a few techniques common in film today. 5
months ago AlexDeLargeisHere I Agree with you but the
thing is rare films today are thought provoking. In fact only 2
films this year have been thought provoking. Watchmen &
District 9. (I don't know about Inglorious Basterds because I
haven't seen yet) 5 months ago CheapHomeFilms That's
true, but to an extent. I do have to agree with you that almost
mainstream films today aren't that thought-provoking (which I
think is very unfortunate). But there's an endless amount of
lesser-known, independent films out there that are.
Unfortunately they're usually ignored, so I would have to
agree with you about them being rare, in a sense. 5 months
ago AlexDeLargeisHere Thats a reason I go on imdb 5
months ago CheapHomeFilms Actually I almost completely
agree with you. It's one of the reasons (but by far, not the
main reason) that I'm going into film production in college. 5
months ago AlexDeLargeisHere I was thinking of becoming
an author for the same reason (But like you not the main
reason). 5 months ago CheapHomeFilms That's cool. I used
to write very often. Writing is actually one of the things that
got me interested in film. 5 months ago milesadmu this 45
minute shower scene, took 7 days to shoot! :) 5 months ago
daisyhinojosa23 wow, I wonder how hard it was to them.....7
days? seems long! 5 months ago AlecBoy006 I also saw this
in a films class I am currently taking (I am a senior in High

School.) I am not one to get scared during movies, but when
I saw this, I was CREEPED OUT, and scared, eyes wide in
absolute shock. Brilliance by Hitchcock! 5 months ago
CheapHomeFilms Yeah I'm a senior too, and we're watching
this right now in my cinema class. Hitchcock was a great
director. 5 months ago milesadmu that's an iris shot, wasn't
it? 5 months ago CheapHomeFilms Yes, 2:55-3:25 is a still
photograph, because the actress couldn't stay still long
enough to perfectly accomplish the shot. 3:26-3:43 used a
motion picture camera. 5 months ago epeemstr316 but he
was a douche to his actors. didnt have much regard for
them. especially in the scene where norman wraps her
naked body in the plastic shower curtain 5 months ago
CheapHomeFilms I don't know where you heard that from,
but his actors constantly complimented him for being "a
gentleman" towards them. Janet Leigh, in particular. 5
months ago TheFilipinoRepresent haha i think looney toons
made some sort of parody with this- and they actually
showed bug bunny pouring hershey's chocolate syrup down
the drain- good movie btw 5 months ago pammylunn No
actual nudity, no guts hanging out, yet still one of the most
frightening scenes ever committed to film. I guarantee this
scene has made many women (like me) lock their bathroom
door when they are alone and taking a shower. Chilling. 4 5
months ago lotten16 this scene made me lock the door
everytime i take a shower but my dad and sister wouldn't let
me so but i still feel like everytime i shower that someone will
just show up and kill me 5 months ago baedencox15 show
hide XD This has got to be the funniest thing ever. I know
that it was made in the 60's and is pretty tame now days, but
for a horror movie, I can't help but laugh 5 months ago
MegaMonkeyExtreme this is why u always have a glass door
shower and a bathroom door with a lock! silly women... 2 5
months ago bdeland16 Did you guys know, to simulate blood
in this scene the director used liquid chocolate? 3 5 months

ago bobbylee1557 yes. hershey's chocolate syrup 5 months
ago samopollo Seriously who the fuck showers like that... 3 5
months ago shufflebert how is 2:36 filmed? 2 5 months ago
FAiL006 do you mean when they show the shower head?
because that is a very good question... 5 months ago wiiredjr
And 1:03. 5 months ago xDrinkMeDryx They probably had
the camera maybe covered by something.... i'm not totally
sure... 5 months ago CheapHomeFilms or they just used a
lens hood 5 months ago mickeyelsalsero was she really
nude? 5 months ago BLiNdZoRz Umm, no she had clothes
on. (sarcasm) 5 months ago 636lily pietrificante ancora oggi
quando faccio la doccia mi torna in mente la scena 5 months
danHoops32 show hide none of the stabs look like they hit
her 5 months ago TheSpotlightStar they didnt. it was 1960's
so they didnt have half as much of the technology as they do
today. So they did the jab technique, where the knife is just
going up and down and it shows her face, and they flash the
knife and her body to show it is hitting her, when not
seriously hitting her what so ever :) 5 months ago
McNugget06 looks more violent that way too. it's almost as
good an effect as the stabbing of Billy Batts. 5 months ago
kuroshokora It was also due to censorship of the time. They
weren't allowed to show graphic violence; they just had to
hint at it. This film seems pretty tame now, but would have
got the top certificate at the cinemas; equivalent to an 18
nowadays. 5 months ago xDrinkMeDryx the way they got the
stabbing noise is Hitchcock stabbed a watermelon until he
got the sound he wanted. 5 months ago sabotageex3 twas
actually a melin but okay :] 5 months ago PaladinConstantin
shush ... the Americans are mad about this... they will hunt
you down :)) it didn't looked like 300-spartans dynamic to me
either ... i think it's because legislation :) slowly turning to the
dark side [cookies not included] :)) 5 months ago jordan3727
at 1:08 she looks like shes having an orgi over water 5
months ago GabyCrabby LOLLLL 5 months ago merzer131

Epic Scene 5 months ago Hoodeddeathman She seems to
be enjoying it at 1:52 :/ 5 months ago LonBunTy i have to
say that this has to be the scariest movie ever because i still
feel weird with my eyes closed in the shower 2 5 months ago
justila123 Same with me :D 5 months ago gab484 She was
way to into her shower. 6 5 months ago 80sfaan Tell me
about it 1:03 5 months ago ReferencePoints The bit that
makes your stomach churn is when you see that shadow
through the shower curtain..chilling. 5 months ago
STUPIDxxSITE I love how the water going down the drain
turns into the victim's eye. Hitchcock, you are amazing! 3 5
months ago TheRandyParker The historical scene basically
created what we know to be the slasher genre. 5 months ago
pronsurge uhuh 5 months ago pronsurge What do you
mean? Mise En Scene is FUN!!!!! 5 months ago
ElSoldadoDeLaMue ohh yess. how fun this essay is on 'Mis
en scene'. i would be surprised if anyone who has ever
commented this video apart from KHS kids that knows what
'Mis on scene' is 5 months ago ElSoldadoDeLaMue mise en
scene** my bad 5 months ago pronsurge Jacky? 5 months
ago ElSoldadoDeLaMue hah this essay is gay as 5 months
ago tgluak She was all like, aaah! aaaaaah! ahhh! ugh! dead
DYLAN SAYS WUT WUT IN THE BUTT 5 months ago
gth44331 show hide NED LIKES HAIRY MAN NIPPLES Oh
sorry, um, great scene... What a pleasure-filled showering
experience! 5 months ago pronsurge This has been flagged
as spam show hide Not Spam penis penis penis penis penis
penis penis Oops wrong macro. I meant 8==D 5 months ago
gth44331 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam I rest my case. 5 months ago gth44331 Comment
removed pronsurge KHS students, ITS FUCKED I TELLS
YA also no knocking off wha65's comment, its mine 3 5
months ago pronsurge this is rapidly going downhill 2 5
months ago Brilwen I watched this movie a few months ago I
wasn't sure what to make of it honestly but not to bad of a

movie for it's time even if it did bore me to tears lol... 5
months ago Sincopare I guess they'll have to remake the film
with a dozen explosions and peole running around with uzis
to wake you up. Desensitized, are you? 3 months ago
MicheVonWitch it kinda sounds like she's enjoying it when
she's getting stabbed.... other than that it's a great piece of
horror movie 5 months ago MsLedHed Wow I ALWAYS get
shivers from that. It is really too bad the remake was such a
fail in comparison.... almost all of them are! I wonder how the
new nightmare on elm street will be.... 5 months ago
OttoWaldemar This scene is just... brilliant. That is all I can
say. 5 months ago garybarlowissexy07 lol i was watching
that and my sisters 5 yr old walked in oops im in trouble now
:S :L 5 months ago oliverclozesoff The most famous scene
from a horror film ever! And it is so cool because it is Jamie
Lee's mother. They both got to be a part of classic horror
films that will live on and on. 4 6 months ago wha65 One of
films great scenes. Hitchcock is a genius story teller. 2:37
The camera is fixed on Marions blood.Her life is literally
going down the drain. 3:34 Her theft and death will make
front page news. 6 months ago TuuPAPa 1:36 motha fukka
!! 6 months ago Smaktacular Holy crap...I've never seen this
movie before but I am thoroughly freaked out 6 months ago
trvwatson I agree, same goes with 60's music 6 months ago
TheJiljo its always scariest when there isnt a motive or when
you never get a good look at the killer 6 months ago
beatlesandsupremes so intense. i love movies like this 6
months ago 1234righton 3:17 when it shows her face she
has tears in her eyes. 6 months ago 1 2 Next Reply
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Added: 11 months ago From: newcarscent7 Views: 223,973
Respond to this video... characters remaining Cancel Post
Attach a videoAttach a video pietroerperugino I wonder if
there's a ringtone for the cell of the infamous shower theme.
It would be both funny and disturbing to listen. 6 months ago
heliotropezzz333 There is one. I've heard it 5 months ago
TheEvilEye13 that psycho killer's one crazy badass 6
months ago MsBeeDancer21 Psycho is one of my favorite
movies..it's not too gory but it's so suspensful 6 months ago
gideony16 it was scary. .back in the day. . 6 months ago
SweetJen2009 Scary Scene in an horror movie 6 months
ago Rethidus First rule of surviving in horror movies. Don't
take a shower. 7 6 months ago recall611 when will
hollywood dumbasses learn that movies like these cant and
shouldn't be recreated.their classics. lets keep it like that 5 6
months ago LanchyJackson Hitchcock was realy a master at
this. I realy don't thinks this moive is scary, but I know that
back in the 60s that was probatly the scariest movie you
could think off. I agree the knife isn't realy hitting her. I just
can't see it. But the cuts and the scenes are realy amazing. 2
6 months ago berner That's what you get for flushing
garbage down the toilet. 5 6 months ago PS3Comedy I
thought this was a load of shit before I appreciated how
much of a masterpiece it is. 6 months ago
jasminebarnes1993 youve got to appreciate this film was
awesomme in them days. 6 months ago RipperBoi91 show
hide that is really bad acting !! 6 months ago
douglasisnative12 RipperBoi91, the acting back then wasnt
as good as today, the acting back then had a different style
and way of acting, so it was different 6 months ago roro21
The knife never touches her LOL 6 months ago Emzeh2292
Alfred Hitchcock is the master of suspence, and this is a
great example of it x] 2 6 months ago LauriStrode I love this
film. It's one of my faveorites. This and Halloween :) 6
months ago TOHOFIEND54 I love how they used chocolate

syrup for blood. Kinda cool. 6 months ago jwbstudios Yeah
they used chocolate syrup for all the old black and white
movies because the color was perfect. I saw a cool show
about older movies and it mentioned that. 6 months ago
KobraKrimson show hide I love balls in my mouth 6 months
ago jefferz2k8 lol 6 months ago xxmc117 This is the
granddaddy of psychological horror thrillers, whether you like
it or not. 3 6 months ago xxmc117 Comment removed
clees06 Hitchcock's a genius but most of the current
generation would find this film boring and cliche. Can't really
blame them since the definition of classic changes overtime.
To be frank I didn't really like this one too much since you
can't help but laugh at the violent scenes in it. Vertigo is a
better film in every right. 6 months ago readytosee One of
the all time classics. 2 6 months ago clauds27x I covered my
eyes ... but it wasnt tht scary tbh :P x 7 months ago
morsecode16 This has been flagged as spam show hide Not
Spam i dont see the big deal in this 7 months ago
shawnatriplesix LOLOLOLOL classic!!!!! i love it!!!! 2 7
months ago ashjinkies1 and the knife didnt even look like it
was hitting her, 7 months ago egglady You people who keep
dissing this scene have to realize that this was the first time
anyone saw ANYTHING remotely like this. Janet Leigh was
a big star then, and the audiences were absolutely NOT
expecting her to get killed off as soon as she did. They
thought she was the main character. Before you criticize,
learn a bit of film history. The stuff you see everyday has
desensitized you. It has to start somewhere -- and for this
type of horror film, Psycho was the beginning. 12 6 months
ago Niekpas Holy shit, you don't have to start ranting. I
absolutely agree with you, but he was just saying it didn't
look like the knife was hitting her. 6 months ago ashjinkies1
scary? 7 months ago wtfdude8 and boys and girls thats why
privacy is important! 7 months ago adreonnamariemcdole
lmao . 7 months ago doggie9807 wow that knife looks

soooooooooo real...*chuckle* 7 months ago pooie24 mm k
well i actually laughed while watching this but i mean come
on!! i can do a wayyyy better job with just some household
items.. 7 months ago leiferickson08 yeah everyone laughed
and shit when we watched it in film class...thought it was
cheesy and lame. but i was like whoa, that shit was intense.
the draining water to eye shot is superb! this is classic
cinema history. i dig it, totally. 3 7 months ago niksta084eva
this movie scene is not scary at all but its a old movie what
do you expect..but this movie seems interesting..finding out
who the phycho is...but this will not scare me but it will
amuse me 7 months ago tevinm14 HAHAHA THIS scene
actually made me laugh lol 7 months ago Twilightstinks14 ?
how? 7 months ago ihavenousernamelol2 the music is far
more scary... 3 7 months ago Atheist269 show hide
AHAHAHAHA LOL are you fucking serious? I thought this is
supposed to be scary. jesus christ. I really got nothing
against old movies, cus for example i love the shining, and i
totally understand why the shining's "here's jack" scene is
among the top horror scenes of all time... BUT THIS? what
the FUCK? 7 months ago terricotapie123 sorry but you are
rong the quote form the shinning isnt heres jack but heres
johnny and just the idea of not being able to defend your self
in the shower is horrific enough as well as the idea of a split
personality which was frowned upon in that era hitchcock
was brilliant the way he used film techniques to create
suspense he has inspired many directors probably steven
speilberg who did direct the shinning only past comment if
you actully have something to back up your point not to look
cool 2 7 months ago AnnoyingLittleShit you've never
watched the whole movie have you? It's one of the most
incredible psychological thrillers ever.... prick. 2 7 months
ago Atheist269 Wow i wouldn't even have minded your
comment except for the fact that u had to put that little "prick"
there just to make urself feel good. Well for your info, fag,

this does NOT look like a good movie. That is just my
opinion, and does not make me a prick, and this scene is as
far from fucking scary as anything i can come up with right
now. 7 months ago wilky1986 It's not supposed to scare you,
fucktard. This movie opened a door for slasher/horror films
as we know it. You are one of the very few individuals that
doesn't like this film, or think they don't like it. Do you need
over the top, sell out type of special effects? This movie is a
fantastic psychological thriller. You're very closed minded I
can tell 2 6 months ago Atheist269 "your very closed minded
i can tell" Your very retarded i can tell. I am not closeminded at all and whatever the fuck you people say i still
think this movie sucks balls. Everybody has their opinion and
this is mine, so good luck trying to change it fag. 6 months
ago wilky1986 First of all, I didn't spell "you're" like "your" as
you did. I at least have the education not to make
elementary school usage errors in grammar. I bet you like
films like the grudge...cheesy ass special effects with no
fucking plot or point to it. Since you claim you're an atheist, I
can see I have already lost this pointless argument because
you know everything. All you atheists are pathetic...liking
pointless films for a pointless life 6 months ago Atheist269
You really want to go into arguing about grammar when you
started with "closed minded"? Heave your head out of your
ass buddy. And actually i fucking can't stand the grudge.
Neither can i stand the SAW series FYI. I like movies like
"The Shining", "The hills have eyes" (only #1) and "Tcsm: the
beginning" a little bit. Don't make your assumptions so fast
because they are dead wrong. And i'm way too old to get
insulted by your lame atheist insults. Grow up. 6 months ago
wilky1986 Too old oh boy I'm scared. You got me there big
time. My condolences...I guess since I'm 23, I'm not old
enough to state my opinions to older people. Oh by the way,
you would like The Hills Have Eyes...cheesy special effects.
The Shining TV version was actually better because it

actually portrayed the book correctly but you probably don't
read since you're atheist and you own the world with your
insecurity 6 months ago Atheist269 Wow you really are truly
stupid. I fucking started with saying that IT IS MY OPINION
that this movie IS NOT scary and fucking SUCKS. you can
reply to this as many times more as you want but it is not
going to change my opinion you fucking fagg0t, so you might
as well stop. Now your coming with "i'm not old enough to
state my opinions". Your pathethic. And HH1 was not about
special effects AT ALL. a movie with good special effects is
Transformers 1 and 2. 6 months ago TOHOFIEND54 why
did you bring up the athiest angle? just cause he doesn't
read the bible doesn't mean he doesn't read at all. 6 months
ago wilky1986 You are? 6 months ago wilky1986 You're gay
6 months ago Atheist269 Fine dude you win. i stop arguing. i
still don't like the movie tho so lol... 6 months ago Qlicky
show hide Dude, fuck off, you and your special effects!!! Just
waisted 3 mins of my life reading your comments... the guy
DOESNT LIKE THE MOVIE, GET THE FUCK OVER IT!
Psycho was scary back then, now it isnt, its pretty funny to
be honest. It might be scary to first graders...Any males over
20 scared of this scene have some serious issues.. Its a
great movie for what it is, but scary...nah 6 months ago
wilky1986 Never once said it was scary...I just appreciate the
film. Look at you Mr. Badass. You like it up the ass don't you
6 months ago imperialpod For christs sake this film is NOT
supposed to be a gory, latex overloaded horror. Hitcock was
a THRILLER maker, not horror. As a thriller this film is up
there with the best and at the time this movie freaked the shit
outa people. Ask any woman over 50 how they feel about
taking a shower and you'lll see how effective this scene
really was. 8 7 months ago sickiedickie1280 you dont go in
the bathroom with me I'll put a knife right in you...im warning
you! 7 months ago oldbag222 all this horror business driving
late at night my mirrors are black for you? 7 months ago

sickiedickie1280 lol yup 7 months ago oldbag222 bad ass
fiends forever hahahah 7 months ago sickiedickie1280 We
Are the fiend club..... 7 months ago Kazisho Psycho (1960)
including Blood, Violence, Gore, Nudity and high Water Bills.
6 7 months ago violet147 ...? 7 months ago sureiguess1 She
has
pretty
slender
fingers.
7
months
ago
kingdededesuperfan i think its better when king dedede and
escargoon does this 7 months ago dianinjaashley fake 7
months ago agking50 MORE CHOCOLATE SYRUP!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 months ago Alex618mir it works better in black and white,u
dont need to have the color,just the texture 3 7 months ago
MsYoyo92 i dont get it..where does she get stabbed wat
does her eye mean at the end and who killed her...a lady? 7
months ago sickiedickie1280 norman bates is inspired by ed
gein, who had dillusions of her being alive, norman dressed
up as his mom. Norman has split personalities.. one is him
and he takes on his moms persona. the eye is just shock,
she is watching her blood go into the drain then she dies 7
months ago AnnoyingLittleShit that's revealed right at the
end.. It spoils the whole thing if you know who the psycho is.
7 months ago cky12qxz Wow this video needs moar views :/
7 months ago iansquared3 okay ive come back a week later,
and its 3:30. time to watch this finally. im ready 7 months ago
EvanMetalReaper xD ! Well, it's just about being scared one
night or two, but then, it's finished. If you live alone, I
understand. 7 months ago NormBatesEsquire This movie is
a masterpiece of cinema gold! It inspires me to draw and the
music helps me think. (I sign my artwork Norm N. Bates at
school) This scene is amazing. 3 7 months ago mwong666
SYMBOLISM!!! 3 7 months ago iansquared3 i started this
scene but couldnt finish it. maybe later. its to late to see this
7 months ago tommyvercetty101 its eazy 7 months ago
3ntrepreneur the movie where she is attacked by bees in
Candyman i think 7 months ago maskedcockman whats the
movie were wasps or bees kill the woman in a shower scene

in a movie,i think it was made early 80s very late
70s?,,,,anyone help me please? 7 months ago cky12qxz
What is name of song? 2 7 months ago EvanMetalReaper
Not a song : it was composed for the movie 7 months ago
cky12qxz well, it's a piece :l 7 months ago Seathicle
hahahaa thats my ringtone! 7 months ago sob344 me 2! 7
months ago guy21091 my ringtone too. lol 7 months ago
EvanMetalReaper With the screams, or without ? 7 months
ago frozenhell98 ouch... 7 months ago 4everasinger286
when he opened the door i was like: "OHMYGOSH!!! LOOK
BEHIND YOU!" 3 7 months ago OfficialBlackBarbie I heard
that the film was in black and white because it was too gory
to show in color. 2 8 months ago kcope001 It was in b/w
because Hitchcock was on a low budget. He even used the
film crew from his TV show, rather than the more expensive
crews he used in his movies. 8 months ago Bloxy123 Well,
not really. 7 months ago DKz92 I would think it was to make
it more scary 7 months ago IchLiebeDichSwei No, I heard
they actually used chocolate syrup as blood. So it probably
just looked better on camera. 7 months ago LoveAnna13
1:37 REALLY, REALLY, REALLY scary, I'm telling you. Very
graphic scene for a '60's film. 8 months ago
Randomwebkins90210 that was very disturbing 8 months
ago LoveAnna13 Best way to describe it, all right. 8 months
ago SugarKowalczyk88 1:24 is one of the most frightening,
disturbing images ever captured on film. Can you imagine
being in a crowded theater in 1960 watching this film for the
first time and seeing that door open? 8 months ago
kissiepums Well i dont see how she could have mascara on
in the end when she was just having a shower and the water
went over her face- it would of all smudged it i did that:) lol 8
months ago artistanime waterproof! 8 months ago
kissiepums Oh Yeah didnt think of that:)x! 8 months ago
artistanime lol, im not sure they had tht back thn tho. lol 8
months ago 4everasinger286 it doesn't sound like he's

stabbing her though. it sounds like he's just cutting her 8
months ago LoveAnna13 Wow. That makes me feel a whole
lot better. Just kidding. Just the same, it was murder. 8
months ago 4everasinger286 my friend told me that for the
blood they actually used chocolate syrup 12 8 months ago
botname1 possibly lol with black and white movies the
effects would be soo much easier 8 months ago Bloxy123
Your friend is right. 8 months ago DementedStudios9007
Your friend was right =D 8 months ago gar654321 they sure
did red didnt show up in film and chocolate sauce looked
more thicker 2 8 months ago UFWD2000 This has been
flagged as spam show hide Not Spam im scared now 0_0 8
months ago LoveAnna13 Yes. Janet Leigh reportedly said
that after that scene was shot, she never took showers
unless it was absolutely necessary, and locked the doors
and windows when she did. 2 8 months ago cky12qxz Wow
paranoid much? 8 months ago LoveAnna13 Maybe. The
scene WAS scary. Those screams were genuine because
Hitchcock told her just to stand in the shower, not telling her
that someone was going to murder her character. 7 months
ago cky12qxz ohhhh i see now.. 2 7 months ago kuren444
Next time remember to lock the door. 2 8 months ago
blackbel4T Norman Bates ran the motel, so he probably has
a set of keys that open all the doors. 8 months ago
LoveAnna13 Amen. LOL. 8 months ago prince1h2m3b4l5m
This has been flagged as spam show hide Not Spam
geuniues 9 months ago ScannerDarkly2 You mean, "genius"
buddy... 9 months ago cjg6793 I heard that this movie was
thefirst to show someone flushing a toilet 9 11 months ago
uclabro727 yeah thats what my cinema professor told us too
9 months ago newcarscent7 (uploader) One of the most
famous scenes in cinema history. A frame-by-frame analysis
shows that the knife visibly penetrates the skin by a fraction
of an inch, so briefly (just three frames of film, or about an
eighth of one second) as to be subliminal. This was done by

filming the knife being drawn away, and reversed. 11 months
ago TanyaaaBlis This has been flagged as spam show hide
Not Spam I loved your video. I came across a site that will
help your channel/video become more popular. It has really
helped me out a great deal. The name is T U B E V I E W S .
N E T shane 11 months ago Prev 1 2 Reply Loading... * Help
* About * Safety * Privacy * Terms * Copyright * Uploaders &
Partners * Developers * Advertising * Language: English *
Location: Canada * Safety mode: Off Loading...

